May 2021
Well, registered events are
starting to pop up in Michigan like
spring flowers. Our members are
beginning to poke their heads out
like the different perennials in our
gardens. Three clubs had 4 or 5
Gun events and kudos are handed
out to the winners. Andrew
Bielman has started out 2021 like
an up north cabin on fire. This is a
little bit of an inside joke but, if you
ask him, I am sure he will tell you
the story. Back on topic, “Andy”
won the HOA at Grand Blanc and
DSC while steady Edward Bowker
(I would say Eddie, but that is dad)
came out on top at Rockford.
The Points Race is drawing
raves reviews. It is up and running
well, and it is very impressive in
my opinion. As members, whether
or not this is one of your goals, you
can see how participation pays off.
We all know Andrew Bielman
loves his shooting, and just look at
the dividends it is paying towards
his points total. If he gets any
farther ahead everyone else is
going to need a ladder to look up
to see bottom.
However, some of the blooms
are not on their regular schedule.
I do not know whether it is the
erratic weather, uncertainties left
over from 2020 or just lack of
desire, but events in April have
been lightly attended. Through my
conversations with people at
Grand Blanc, Rockford and our
own event at DSC, attendance
was in the 10 to 20 range with the
higher numbers being for the 12
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Gauge events. At DSC we would
usually have 28 to 35 participants
at the Clark Brown, as it seemed
people were anxious to get out
after a long winter’s hibernation –
but not this year. The high point
was the 28 Gauge event with 15
entries, while the others were at
13. Going back over the numbers
from previous years and as you all
know our sport has been on a
decline and now it even seems to
be a little worse. The first Buckle
Race Event of 2021, The Lou
Raden, was held at DGC this past
weekend and numbers from that
were down. In 2019 there were 36,
39, 32 and 33 participants in each
event. This year, there were 23 in
the 12 Gauge on Saturday though,
I heard, there were a few more on
Sunday, which was a plus. Glad
the 80-degree temps brought out
some more competitors. Countrywide there has been varied
success with events; throughout
the south seemingly going

gangbusters, while the Midwest
events, like the Mid-America, are
about 20% under maximum from
my last conversation with the
shoot hosts. However, Michigan
seems to be lagging. SCTP as a
whole seems to be doing well, but
again going over previous years,
the juniors are not transferring into
registered shooting. I think back
on the times when all the
programs would send 4-gun
shooters to all the events and
there would be at least 5 to 10
juniors entered; this is not the
case now. For the most part the
juniors seem very content to just
shoot the 12 gauge when they
participate in a NSSA registered
event. If you as members have
any ideas at all, the Board would
gladly lend an ear because our
sport is truly suffering.
In conclusion, I want our game
to survive, flourish and get back
some of its previous luster – but it
is not an individual’s project. It is
not the Board of Directors project.
It is all our project. If we succeed,
we will succeed as a whole and if
we fail… I really do not want to
think about it. Hopefully in May the
flowers will bloom, and the events
will bounce back. However, it will
not succeed without all of us doing
our part by getting out there and
shooting – bring someone new
along, too! Contact me at
ricktraw@gmail
with
your
thoughts and ideas. No idea is a
bad one!

- Rick Trawinski

